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Baden-Baden is no longer the gambling hell that Edmond
About describes in his novel Treble el' Qjiaranle. In his time
the lovely Oos valley swarmed with French people. Every-
one with any claim to be regarded as a member of Paris
society was to be seen in the Lichtenthalcr Alice, the Via
TriuMphalis of fashionable Europe in both winter and summer.
The question: " What is the capital of Europe ? " could
have but one reply: " In winter Paris, in summer
Baden-Baden."
Almost these very words were written by Eugene Guinot
in the days of Napoleon IIL
Yet there is still a good deal of life left in this beautiful
town, which has remained international, and even after the
downfall of the Second Empire has continued to be the Mecca
of many distinguished French people. French is heard every-
where in the streets, and often enough the purest Parisian.
One of the interesting visitors to Baden-Baden, if only in
passing, is Edouard Lockroy.
His past reaches far back into the last century, As a young
man he was an ardent champion of Italian unity, and joined
the Thousand who set out under the strategic command of
Garibaldi and the political leadership of Crispi, to conquer
Sicily, Outwardly he somewhat resembles the famous
Sicilian whose fate it was to be hated by die French as an
alleged enemy. It is true that Lockroy's face is less strongly
moulded. He is very lean and his snow white hair and
moustache testify to the burden of anxiety this man of sixty-
six has had to support during his lifetime.
He began as an artist* Then he was secretary to Ernest
Renati, in which capacity he visited the Holy Land under
the guidance of this cultured and observant scholar and
stylist. Then he became a journalist. The definition of a
newspaperman as one who has mistaken his vocation is not
exclusively German. Other nations also regard journalists as
wasters. And so Lockroy too, painter, follower of Garibaldi
and traveller in Palestine, found himself one day launched upon
the troubled and dangerous waters of journalism. He
proved thereby the universally accepted truth that only a man

